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 This study shares findings from 23 qualitative interviews of participants
from five sharing economy platforms in Norway (2016) about how they
make sense of rating scores, use rating scores when making decisions and
provide ratings of others in sharing economy platforms. Online ratings or
review scores in sharing economy services tend to be positive on average.
Consumers need to develop a larger awareness about the social
mechanisms at play when peers rate each other, how a given platform
may control and change rating categories and how rank is measured and
presented by algorithms. Rating scores are vital to purchasing decisions.
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Introduction

Social networking tools are used to identify whom to trust in decision-
making processes (Masum and Tovey, 2011). Central in both e-commerce
and sharing economy services or platforms, is the notion that online user
evaluations or ratings nurture confidence and lubricate relations between
individuals that do not know each other in person. Botsman and Rogers
(2010) list critical mass and trust as two important principles in the
sharing economy. Trust is a mental process consisting of expectations and
interpretation, a kind of “faith” [1]. Botsman (2017) argued that a new
paradigm shift driven by new technologies is emerging, characterized by
‘distributed trust’ which “is rewriting the rules of human relationships” [2].
‘Distributed trust’ denote a kind of trust between strangers, such as
renting an Airbnb listing or taking a short drive with an unknown Über
driver. ‘Distributed trust’ also concerns trusting non-human actors, for
example bots, algorithms, artificial intelligence or self-driving cars [3]. A
key design element to nurture trust are “trust building tools” (Hausemer,
et al., 2017); evaluation mechanisms that represent scores or rating of
products or services (Pettersen, 2017).

The use of rating systems or online verification mechanisms is a recent
development, emerging from the evolution of Web 2.0 technologies (Scott
and Orlikowski, 2012). Analysts estimate that online reviews or user
evaluations of products and services represent a formidable value for the
peer-to-peer (P2P) economy. Ratings have a direct effect on the sales of
goods and services (Chevalier and Mayzlin, 2006; Luca and Zervas, 2016).
Negative reviews on eBay (Resnick and Zeckhauser, 2002) and TripAdvisor
(Scott and Orlikowski, 2012) are found to have a negative impact on price.

Arguably, user ratings influence consumer purchase decisions and
shopping behavior. However, researchers have found that online ratings
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are mainly positive and that negative reviews are rarely given (Aral, 2014;
Luca and Zervas, 2016; Mellet, et al., 2014; Slee, 2013; Zervas, et al.,
2015). Moreover, Hausemer, et al. (2017) found in their screening of 485
platforms, a user survey, focus groups and case studies, that evaluation or
rating systems were ‘neither fully reliable nor transparent. Their
effectiveness is therefore subject to serious doubt’ [4].

While there is a growing body of research into “professional” online rating
systems initiated by businesses (e.g., TripAdvisor, eBay, and Yelp), less
research has been conducted on how consumers and product or service
providers of sharing economy platforms use rating scores in making
decisions for selecting one product or service over another, and how and
why they rate. One exception is Fagerstrøm, et al. (2017) that examined
the role of profiles in decisions in Airbnb.

Few studies have investigated in depth how peer consumers and service
providers make decisions in sharing economy platforms. Investigating
these processes contributes to a better understanding of why there is a
tendency to give positive scores in rating systems, and in particular in
sharing economy services. Insights into (1) how rating scores are provided
and interpreted by platform users; and (2) sociological aspects in both
rating and decision processes are important (Zervas, et al., 2015). These
two aspects lead to these research questions — (a) How do people reason
when they choose one product or service over another in sharing economy
platforms? (b) How do people reason in their reviews? Answers to these
research questions will also provide some empirical basis to Botsman’s [5]
observation that “distributed trust is rewriting the rules of human
relationships”.

 

Literature review

Rating or review systems

Online feedback mechanisms or reputation systems stimulate large word-
of-mouth networks in which individuals share opinions and experiences on
a wide range of topics (e.g., companies, products and services)
(Dellarocas, 2003). With digtial, networked platforms, restaurant reviews
were democratized, including a wider range of restaurants and a more
open review process (Mellet, et al., 2014).

Online user ratings come in many shapes and forms. Reviews can be
provided locally (on an individual product, Web site or platform),
distributed (on a company’s Facebook page), or in comparison services
(platforms that exclusively present overall consumers’ assessments of
goods and services, such as TripAdvisor or Yelp). In some sharing
economy services, one party independently evaluates another, while in
other platforms, a review is not published unless both parties participate
in constructing a review.

Moreover, rating systems in commercial platforms (e.g., rating a product
bought from Amazon), and online reviews of services (e.g., rating an
individual selling a book in Amazon’s online marketplace) illustrates that
rating a product from a business player (professional seller) differs from
rating a service from a person, even if the deal is completed within a
commercial context (e.g., Amazon’s platform) [6]. This illustrates the
implications of rating when several services, markets and business models
operate within the same sharing economy platform (Pettersen, 2017).

The diversity of evaluation types and the complexity and blurred borders
of what a person actually evaluates makes it problematic to discuss and
compare online user systems on equal terms.

Rating scores

While grades or scores in traditional grading systems (for example,
Michelin Guide) were distributed diversely between low and high values,
online evaluations from consumers appear to have little diverse
distribution, as ratings are mainly positive (Aral, 2014; Luca and Zervas,
2016; Mellet, et al., 2014; Slee, 2013; Zervas, et al., 2015). In a study of
six comparison services of French restaurants, Mellet, et al. (2014) found
that a majority of restaurants received an average rating of four out of
five. Similarly, a study of eBay (Resnick and Zeckhauser, 2002) found that
buyers’ feedback was overwhelmingly positive; 99.1 percent of comments
were positive, 0.6 percent were negative and 0.3 percent were neutral
(Dellarocas, 2003).

Resnick and Zeckhauser (2002) found that neutral reviews were left by
buyers and sellers when a trade had been somewhat problematic (e.g.,
delays and poor communication), while negative reviews were only
provided when there had been a truly negative experience (e.g., never
shipped as agreed, destroyed or cheated). A study of BlaBlaCars, a French
sharing economy company that connects drivers with people traveling the
same way throughout Europe, found that more than 98 percent of ratings
were five out of five stars [7]. Zervas, et al. (2015) analyzed ratings for
over 600,000 properties listed on Airbnb worldwide, and found that nearly
95 percent of Airbnb properties boasted an average user-generated rating
of either 4.5 or five stars (the maximum); virtually none had less than a
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3.5 star rating. Mellet, et al. (2014) found that ratings did not follow a
normal distribution. In a normally distributed variable, the value lies close
to the mean and rarely do the values have large deviations. Rating scores,
however, typically lie outside normal distribution and thus could be
interpreted as not reliable (Mellet, et al., 2014).

Composing a review is voluntary, meaning that only those who review are
counted or measured. Although Resnick and Zeckhauser (2002) found that
just over half of the buyers gave feedback after their purchase on eBay,
only 13 percent of the users left an evaluation or review at TripAdvisor
(Gretzel, et al., 2010). Clearly, quite a bit of data is missing in review
samples, but little is known of why people tend to leave positive reviews.

As one explanation for the tendency of high rating scores for Airbnb,
Zervas, et al. (2015) suggest that “some sociological factors are at work,
whereby individuals rate other individuals differently or more tactfully,
than they rate firms such as hotels, independent of the platform” [8].

Aral (2014) stated that older consumers’ ratings have an effect on new
ratings, nurturing “rating bubbles”. Ratings are subjective; what one
person finds important may be something completely different from
another individual. Different dimensions may be considered for the same
product or service. However, personal dimensions matter in making buying
or renting decisions in sharing economy platforms. Fagerstrøm, et al.
(2017), for example, examined the role that the profile pictures on Airbnb
listings play in consumers’ rental choices. Their findings suggest that after
price, facial expressions in a profile picture and customer ratings have the
largest effects on how consumers approach listings.

Edelman and Luca (2014) confirmed the importance of listing photos at
Airbnb in attracting higher prices. However, they also found that non-black
and black hosts received strikingly different rent levels. When controlling
for location, price, size and other factors, Edelman and Luca (2014)
revealed that non-black hosts earned 12 percent more for a similar listing
with similar ratings and photos having black hosts [9]. In a later study,
Edelman, et al. (2016) found that requests from guests with distinctively
African-American names were 16 percent less likely to be accepted than
identical guests with distinctively white names.

Rating system design and algorithms

Because constructing and interpreting reviews and ratings are cognitive,
social and subjective processes, it is problematic that they are objectively
measured and presented in the form of a grading system or quantitative
ranking (Scott and Orlikowski, 2012).

In addition, rating systems are designed differently. Which categories
should be considered may be elements that a platform defines as
important, not necessarily elements that benefit a consumer or service
provider. How reviews appear depends on how assessments are designed.
Blank (2006) and Scott and Orlikowski (2012) pointed out that ranking
systems amount to a material-discursive practice in which the outcomes
are heavily dependent on the design and specification of individual
assessments.

In sharing platforms, users (consumers and service providers) rate each
other, with different rating systems aligned with different roles. The
different roles and different perspectives are expressed in ratings as one
single objective symbol or representation presented visually as numbers
or a quantity of stars, thumbs or grades. Moreover, personal and
qualitative comments are weighted less than a quantitative score that the
ranking system calculates (Scott and Orlikowski, 2012). Some platforms
list the latest comments by default at the top, yet some comments and
ratings are hidden elsewhere by the system because the system decides
that some comments are not reliable or trustworthy (Aral, 2014). Yelp, for
example, has been criticized for deciding which ratings are displayed.

Yelp, like other ranking systems, uses recommendation software. This
software sorts ratings based on “quality,” “reliability,” and “activity,” and
more active reviewers are calculated in Yelp as more trustful (Yelp, 2013).
Thus, in Yelp, active participants/reviewers have a more important voice
and therefore have more visibility than those who are not active. Elite
users operating at Yelp and similar platforms (Airbnb prioritizes, for
example, “superhosts”) gain various exclusive status symbols (e.g., icons
of medals and trophies). Smaller, exclusive consumer groups thus have
great influence on both the range of user evaluations as well as what is
stated in them.

Another challenge the literature on user ratings reveals is how algorithms
in ranking systems are designed and constantly changed (Scott and
Orlikowski, 2012). The Yelp evaluation software runs continuously and
makes adjustments as it secures more information about ratings and
reviewers. Yelp, as with other rating systems, therefore changes how
ratings are measured and presented to the user by changing their
algorithms. TripAdvisor utilizes a popularity index with the intention of
restricting fake reviews. The software that TripAdvisor uses seems to be
based on the language and usage patterns of reviewers (Scott and
Orlikowski, 2012). Rating systems (Mellet, et al., 2014), sharing economy
platforms, social networking sites and search engines continually change
their algorithms, often without consumers or service providers being
aware of these changes (Mittelstadt, et al., 2016).
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Trust and trusting others

People use social networking tools to find out whom they can trust and
rely on for decisions (Masum and Tovey, 2011). In platforms, “trust-
building tools” (Hausemer, et al., 2017) such as rating systems are an
essential design component (Pettersen, 2017). Sharing economy platforms
are concerned with trust at all levels, in particular with evaluation and
payment systems. Trust can be described as a state of desired
expectations of other people's actions and intentions (Möllering, 2001).
Trust is the basic element that is managed to minimize risk (Coleman,
1988), increase collaboration, reduce social complexity and create order
(Coleman, 1990).

The concept of trust has for decades attracted research from various
disciplines. Psychologists (e.g., Rotter) have focused on the attributes of
individuals and their propensity to trust, while sociologists (e.g., Simmel,
Granovetter) have been concerned with relationships among people and
institutions, and economists (e.g., Williamson) viewed trust as a
calculative decision (Swärd, 2013).

Social capital broadly refers to the recognition and value of social
networks and the role of social ties (Ling, 2008). The ability to form and
maintain relationships is understood as a basic precondition for the
accumulation of social capital (Lin, 1999), where trust is a key concept.
Although social capital denote relationships between people that know
each other, the construct ‘imagined community’ refer to a socially
constructed community, imagined by those who perceive themselves as
part of that group without knowing others in person (Anderson, 1991).
Social exchange theory argues that social structure is a premise for
human action by group members following some commonly agreed rules
for interaction (Pettersen, 2012). In social exchange theory, there are two
types of exchanges or motivations between individuals: social (intrinsic)
and economic (tangible). Social and economic exchanges differ in terms of
the types of motivation that initiates exchanges. Social exchange is based
on reciprocity, feelings of diffuse obligations, while economic exchange is
based on more impersonal premises (Shore, et al., 2006). Trust is
important for both types of motivations.

Earlier research considered trust to be personal, while later work regarded
trust as relational where constructs of ‘agency’ and ‘reciprocity’ are
emphasized (Swärd, 2013). These more practice-theoretical (Bräuchler
and Postill, 2010; Feldman and Orlikowski, 2011; Schatzki, et al., 2001)
and process-oriented views on trust (Möllering, 2013) move our analytical
lens from ‘trust’ to ‘trusting’, stressing relational aspects between actors.
Trusting is “a kind of faith” — a mental process consisting of expectations,
interpretations and suspension (Möllering, 2001). People will constantly
interpret their relationships with others and try to find reasons to trust
either in the context or in the actions of their partner (Möllering, 2001;
Swärd, 2013). However, there will always be uncertainty related to trust.
This is referred to as a “leap of faith” [10].

Botsman’s (2017) construct ‘distributed trust’ denotes a kind of trust
between strangers, such as renting an Airbnb listing, entering a car with
an unknown Über driver, or when we

are putting our faith in algorithms over humans in
our daily lives, whether it’s trusting Amazon’s
recommendations on what to read or Netflix’s
suggestions on what to watch. (...) We will soon be
riding around in self-driving cars, trusting our very
lives to the unseen hands of technology. [11]

However, trust in abstract or computer systems is not a new phenomenon.
In his discussion of modernity, Giddens (1991, 1984), distinguish between
two types of trust: (1) personal trust (building trust in other people); and
(2) trusting abstract or expert systems. Expert systems are systems of
technical or professional expertise [12]. According to Giddens (1990,
1984) individuals have no other choice than trusting systems developed
by experts. For example, in an automobile you enter:

(...) settings which is permeated by expert
knowledge, involving the design and construction of
automobiles, highways, intersections, traffic lights
and many other items. Everyone knows that driving
a car is a dangerous activity, entailing the risk of
accident (...) I have minimal knowledge of the
technicalities of modes of roadbuilding, the
maintaining of the road surfaces, or the computers
which help control the movement of the traffic.
When I park the car at the airport and board a
plane, I enter other expert systems, of which my
own technical knowledge is at best rudimentary.
[13]

According to Giddens (1990, 1984), individuals have no other option than
to trust experts systems although they have no knowledge of how they
operate.

Botsman (2017) argued that distributed trust explains why people rate
“everything from restaurants to chatbots to Über drivers (and why
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passengers are rated, too)” [14]. Botsman noted that distributed trust
may be rewriting the rules of human relationships [15], without actually
saying much about how these rules are rewritten or what the implications
of this might be, beyond stating that there appears to be a collapse in
trust in institutions [16].

Clearly, empirical insights are highly important into the decision-making
processes in sharing economy platforms, where individuals create trust
and use design elements such as rating scores in this process. Given that
some research has discovered that only a small number of consumers
generate reviews, and that those reviews largely denote high scores, it is
critical to understand how people actually use, trust and interpret ratings
when making decisions.

Investigating both consumers and service providers will give us a better
understanding of why there is a tendency to give positive scores in rating
systems, and in particular in sharing economy services. Insights into how
rating scores are provided and interpreted by platform users and the
sociological aspects of rating processes are important (Zervas, et al.,
2015).

 

Methodology

Research design

Research questions in this study require an exploratory and qualitative
case study design because we want to learn more about meaningful
processes, aiming for analytical generalizations (Yin, 2012). This research
project involved the collection of personal and confidential information and
was approved by the Privacy Issues Unit at the Norwegian Social Science
Data Service (Norsk senter for forskningsdata, NSD). This approval
ensured that collecting, safeguarding, storing and reusing personal data in
this study complied with ethical standards and legal requirements.

Case sampling

As a first step in a larger research project in Norway (Pettersen, et al.,
2016) about the collaborative or sharing economy, an online list at list.ly
was launched in September 2016 [17]. The aim of this list was to secure a
better overview of the diversity of these services in the Norwegian
marketplace. This overview was an important first step for case sampling.
After analyzing list.ly tips on sharing economy platforms (Pettersen,
2017), five sharing economy platforms and one traditional business (a
contractor whose business model facilitates sharing economy platforms)
was chosen for further research.

The contractor was included in this study because of the new kinds of
businesses that emerge as new services in the sharing economy [18].
These businesses facilitate relationships between a service provider and
consumer; for example, Easybnb takes care of all the administration when
renting out apartments at Airbnb. We wanted to include one of these
services in our sample to see whether the customer perceived that they
were dealing with a business that was working on behalf of the host and
to learn how ratings worked when someone else was facilitating the
relationship between customer and host.

Three of the sharing platforms (food production, assets rental and car
rental) are Norwegian (which were anonymized to protect young local
startups), two (person transportation and apartment accommodation) are
American actors (Airbnb and ÜberPop). The contractor represents a new
kind of company that facilitates different sharing economy services
(similar to Easybnb) and is Norwegian.

Interview sampling

Four of the informants were reached through the snowball method,
starting from one of the researcher’s extended (non-direct) network. Four
of the platform owners and the professional contractor were contacted
directly because they were listed as top managers of the services in
Norway. Airbnb was reached via the platform, where one of their public
policy staff replied to questions via e-mail. Two informants were contacted
due to their unfortunate experiences with a car rental service and
accommodation services.

The remaining 11 informants were chosen because they were listed in a
given platform, either as offering a product or service or as previous users
of a product or service. The members of the latter category had written
reviews on a platform, and a limitation in the sample is that we mainly
interviewed consumers who had constructed reviews. Despite this
methodological shortcoming, we feel confident that the sample renders
valid and reliable insights into how users of sharing economy platforms
make decisions, how they reason when writing reviews and rating their
experiences, and how they built trust in sharing economy platforms.

Data collection

All the platforms and companies in the sample were tested and analyzed
by three researchers involved in this project. Profiles were created, and
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products or services were ordered, completed and paid for, and delivered
or returned. Through testing, insights into the platforms gave researchers
important domain knowledge and assisted in designing an open and
unstructured interview guide. Due to research ethics, none of the
researchers wrote reviews or ratings after using services.

Structured and unstructured interviews

Data was collected during September–December 2016 from four
structured and 19 unstructured in-depth interviews and participant
observations. For each sharing economy platform in the sample, three
roles (consumer, peer service provider and platform owner) could be
assigned. These three roles were investigated in each platform. By
examining different roles in the same platform, it was possible to follow up
on insights from other roles in the same platform during interviews. That
said, the majority of participants were consumers and service providers
(Table 1), two roles that are not mutually exclusive in the peer-to-peer
economy (Botsman and Rogers, 2010). Furthermore, although one of the
service providers was an individual, he operates as a professional vendor
because he has an apartment that he exclusively rents out on Airbnb, and
uses a professional agency to take care of administration.

 

Table 1: Interview sample.
 Note: Overview of the roles and number of

informants in this study’s sample. N = 23.
Two of the service providers are

represented by a couple renting out a room
in their apartment at Airbnb. They are
counted as two service providers in the

sample.
Consumers 8
Service providers 8
Professional service-provider (vendor) 1
Platform owners 5
Professional contractor 1

 

More participants were interviewed in two of the platforms (Table 2). We
wanted to include different dimensions and customer experiences in the
same platform to include participants that had unfortunate experiences to
see how they reasoned when rating those experiences. Also, because the
professional contractor is a firm that facilitates sharing economy services
(e.g., Easybnb) in close collaboration with — in our research — Airbnb,
interviews with consumers and service providers dealing with the
contractor as a middleman were listed in the Airbnb sample, as shown in
Table 2. The interview sample sorted on platforms or business players:

 

Table 2: Interview sample sorted on
platforms or players.

 Note: Overview of the interview sample
sorted by platforms or business players. N

= 23. *Because the contractor is a firm that
facilitates sharing economy services (e.g.,

Easybnb) in close collaboration with Airbnb,
the interviews with consumers and service
providers were listed in Airbnb’s category.
Two of the seven individuals listed in the

Airbnb sample were informants that either
consumed or offered rentals facilitated by a

professional contractor.
Airbnb* 7
Über 4
Food production platform 3
Car rental platform 5
Assets rental platform 3
Professional contractor* 1

 

Except for Airbnb, all informants in this study were located in Norway, with
the majority in the capital city of Oslo.

Five of the participants were women and 18 men, with ages ranging from
18 to 70 years old. Seven of the interviews were conducted in homes, five
in meeting rooms at the research institution, two at a cafe, five by phone,
and four participants via e-mail. The four participants that replied via e-
mail were characterized by a structured interview format (because e-mail
messages do not easily enable follow-up questions on the fly or the ability
to interpret tone or oral communicative signals despite several e-mail
correspondents included follow-up questions). In addition to interviews,
some informants were contacted again by telephone or e-mail with follow-
up questions that emerged from data analysis.
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The interview guide [19] consisted of open, unstructured questions
regarding the specific informant’s role (consumer, service-provider,
platform owner). For example, “Can you tell us about your experience of
buying/renting/getting/selling/lending out/giving away [the given asset or
service]?”, “What determines your decision of
buying/renting/getting/selling/lending out/giving away [a given asset or
service]?” or “Which role does ratings or reviews play for your decision of
completing a deal?” There were also questions related to a specific service
that the platform or player facilitates. For example, “Can you tell us a little
bit about official marketing policies/food preparation regulations/consumer
protection legislations/insurance rules?” or “Who do you think is in charge
of the [specific] service you offer?”

The interviews lasted approximately one hour and were carried out by
either one or two researchers. All the interviews were recorded and
transcribed. Each participant received a gift card as an incentive for their
participation.

In addition to the 23 interviews, informal conversations with consumers
and peer service providers were completed when different sharing
economy services were tested. Insights from these informal conversations
and participant observations were collected as ethnographic field notes.
These notes played a key role in the data analysis.

 

Data analysis

The data analysis was carried out in three phases:

(a) Researchers read all interview transcripts and coded them individually
before holding a two-day workshop where the findings were systematized.
The findings were systematized in a total of 44 groups (with more than
1,000 findings or nodes) and sorted by similarity, where some of the
categories had one or more sublevel or subgroup (e.g., positive and
negative experiences). The next step was to group the findings across
roles to reveal patterns independent of roles (such as trust) and to
highlight different dimensions of the key findings;

(b) Key findings noted in the field diaries were shared among researchers
during the analysis workshop; and

(c) discussed in light of other relevant research and theory.

 

Findings

The decision-making process

As a starting point, the analysis revealed that the consumers and peer
service providers followed a social negotiation process consisting of
several dimensions when making decisions on whether they would
complete a deal or contract with individuals outside their social network on
sharing economy capital platforms. The dimensions were elements in what
I label the “social trust compass” that both parties use as a navigation tool
to minimize uncertainty and risk between the involved parties. The
dimensions in the social trust compass are (Figure 1): (a) rating scores,
(b) comments, (c) profile pictures and profile texts, (d) up-front
communication, (e) honesty, (f) authenticity and (g) a social, personal,
and polite tone.
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Figure 1: The social trust compass. Consumers and peer service providers us
compass to navigate when browsing products and services in sharing econom
compass consists of dimensions that all play key roles for making decisions in 

platforms.

 

In the following section, I elaborate on the dimensions in the social trust
compass.

Rating scores

After selecting the item, date and location, the first thing that participants
looked for when researching products or services in sharing economy
platforms was previous reviews or rating scores. Scores played a
formidable role for all consumers and peer service providers in this study
when making decisions about whom to deal with, as one of the consumers
of an asset rental platform stated; “Others’ reviews are important because
they help to give an expectation if the deal will be smooth and
unproblematic”.

This reasoning is in line with the participant using the car rental service;

That [the car] is in decent shape is something I
trust due to the reviews. If the cars were crappy
that would have been shown in the rating I
assume. I have to [believe so]. If the reviews are
good [I will trust the vendor]. That’s the only thing
I have at hand that I can reason with. I think it’s
worse the other way around, that they trust me ...

The participants steered consistently away from users who had previously
received negative reviews: “Ratings matter. Especially, negative ratings
matter. If a listing has mainly low rating scores and several have been
dissatisfied, I will not book the apartment” (consumer of Airbnb). This
tendency was also revealed amongst the service providers as the following
participants explains:

One has the opportunity to read people’s reviews
(...) I’m happy to lend out my assets to people
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unless they have received negative reviews
previously (service provider of an asset rental
platform).

Having someone with a negative review staying in
our place is out of the question. Because it is our
apartment, and we don’t remove things when we
lend it out (service provider for Airbnb).

Reviews have therefore a significant influence for both consumers’ and
peer service providers’ future opportunities, and were the participants’
first measure for screening options. Hence, participants think that rating
scores are trustworthy. Moreover, the existence of reviews is therefore
important, and quantity of reviews plays a role. These findings agree with
Botsman and Rogers (2010) and Wall (2014), stressing the importance of
a critical mass as evidence that a practice is safe and attractive.

Comments

After the first screening, many participants took a closer look at comments
left by others having the same role as themselves (consumers or peer
service providers). Rating scores and comments seemed to be treated as
an account that could be filled and used. If a user had negative reviews,
even from a long time ago, that negative impression could be corrected
with newer, more positive reviews: “His [the car renter’s] first rating was
poor, and then he had four, five ratings after that, which was good. [But
this made you skeptical?] Yes it did, of course” (car rental service
provider).

More recent reviews and comments are thus most important for consumer
and peer service providers. This corresponds well with Dellarocas (2003)
who found that the most influential factors in affecting buyer behavior are
the overall number of positive and negative ratings and then the number
of recently posted negative comments [20]. This is also in accord with
Scott and Orlikowski (2012), who pointed out that text comments are
subjective and add meaning that a calculated measurement system
cannot capture.

Profile photo and profile text

A profile photograph of a person played an important role for many, but
not all, participants because it helped individuals create a first impression
about the person they are about to engage in a contract. With a profile
picture, “One becomes a little acquainted with this person,” as one of the
participants explained. One of the peer service providers at Airbnb once
canceled a request because the consumer did not have a profile picture or
previous reviews (the consumer was a new member of the platform and
did not have many experiences).

However, the profile is much more than just a picture. The profile text also
played a key role for users in making decisions. The text complemented
the photo when the parties were forming a larger opinion about an
individual.

Communication up front

If the dimensions described earlier leave a positive impression, an
important next step follows: the consumer contacts the other party to
make a deal. This process plays a bigger role than one might perhaps
think and seems to be crucial in relation to decision-making. Except for
Über, in all the other four sharing platforms in our sample, consumers and
providers communicated directly with each other before making a deal.
This conversation offered a space for interpretation for both parties, where
small signs and signals were interpreted, assisting a “gut feeling” over
whether to make an agreement or withdraw:

First they fill in date and time for pick-up and
return, and then they send a request where they
write a small text “Hi, can I rent this and that day.”
And then I’ll answer whether the car is available,
and “what are you going to do?”. I can have a
dialogue back and forth before I approve. And after
I have talked with them after a couple of dialogues,
I will quickly find out whether I’ll rent it out or not.
Gut feeling [makes him turn the deal down]. If they
are brief, or if they are not nice sort of, in their
writing — if they only say that they need to book it
from then to then — that makes me skeptical. (...)
Sometimes they have a picture, and I’ll look at the
persons, if I feel that they are ... picture is
important. You get an impression of how the person
is. And what they write [about themselves]. I was
so nervous the first time that I went to Facebook
and checked out who the person was (car rental
service provider).

How people presented themselves and the nature of communications were
important indicators for trust.

Social, personal, and polite tone
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In sharing economy services, peers tend to expect a more social, personal
and polite tone, where one typically may not be as direct or
“commanding” as when ordering goods and services in traditional
businesses:

In regard of rating, I think it is the politeness we
look for the most. And I rate even if they are sitting
in the back seat. When you greet and they don’t
greet back, that’s a bit ... well, then it’s not sure I’ll
rate five. Because then you’ll see ... and when
some says “Don’t follow the GPS, I’ll tell you where
to drive,” a bit instructive. Then you’ll think that the
contact you get is a bit like ... that the person [is
not very nice] (Über service provider).

On questions of whether service providers had negative experiences with
guests or customers, they explained that up-front communication assisted
in minimizing it:

No, there has never been any problems. One gets a
certain feeling of people when they write to us. We
have said no to a few, but that is seldom. (...) we
read the person’s profile description and think a bit,
and the message they write to us is probably the
most important [for accepting or not accepting the
guest] (Airbnb service provider).

Thus, the person is an important part of the transaction, and as will be
shown later in this section, this personal dimension is often the one that
was evaluated and rated. Initial courtesy and humbleness in dialog
signaled to the peer service provider whether a consumer would take care
in a given object that they rented. However, communication is closely
related to norms and rules and are not universal rules (Giddens, 1984).
Thus, what is considered “polite” and “personal” will be interpreted
differently by those holding different communication practices.

Honest and authentic

Through communication prior to a deal, all parties grew confident that
they would make a deal corresponding to expectations. Honesty was
therefore a key dimension in the social trust compass with regard to
expectation management. As one of the participants noted, “In the
sharing economy, it is very important to be honest about what you
deliver.”

Communication was also important in regard to a consumer’s expectation
that a product or service was authentic and that the parties were peers
and not a business, unless clearly communicated in advance. Consumers
and providers expected that they were dealing with those parties that they
initially communicated with. Thus, consumers and peer service providers
expected that an individual, and not a company, would hand over keys or
lend a film projector and so on. If others, such as a neighbor, friend, or a
professional intermediary, provided assistance, customers thought it was
all right as long as it was communicated in advance.

Meanwhile, we also found that not all professional services were honest
about their roles. Customers interpreted this dishonesty as unfortunate
when they anticipated that they were dealing with a peer. When using
sharing economy platforms, customers sought authentic experiences and
exchanges. As one of the car rental platform consumers stated; “The
whole point with sharing economy services is that it is a private person
you are dealing with [If there was a business] it would suck big time. That
would have been stupid.”

Consumers’ interpreted that sharing economy platforms were used by
peers, and not by companies, and they entered into a relationship with a
different attitude than when buying products or services from traditional
businesses. This meant that consumers often ignored elements that they
might complain about when dealing with traditional companies and not
individuals. In many ways, the social dimension of the relationship
between the consumer and the provider moved trade from a business
relationship to a friend relationship.

Consumers consistently had lower expectations about service and appeals
when using sharing services compared to traditional businesses. If
something did not match an expectation in sharing platforms, the user
placed further importance on the social relationship and was willing to
overlook certain elements because the relationship was perceived as social
and not strictly an economic exchange. This was a key element in
understanding the ratings that all parties provided.

When professional services entered the sharing economy platform,
consumers used the same social trust compass as a navigation tool in
making decisions and followed the same reasoning in creating reviews and
rating products or services. However, we found that consumers did not
always understand that they were dealing with a professional service
provider and therefore rating an intermediary (contractor) rather than the
actual professional provider. The rating score, however, was listed on the
professional service provider’s site.
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The dimensions in the social trust compass all played key roles in building
trust among people outside their social network. Honesty and good
reviews led to increased confidence. One of the consumers explained that
he once got a feeling when buying a service that the provider did not pay
tax, which led him to mistrust that person. He withdrew from making the
deal.

Rating people, not products or services

The analysis found that the reviews left and gained by participants in all of
the platforms studied were mainly positive:

I think I have driven more than 300,400 rides. And
10 has rated three, or was it four. I have only four
and five (...) No twos and no negative comments.
And approximately 50 have left a positive comment
(Über service provider).

We try to, and we feel that we do a good job, and
we like this very much. So we have very good
reviews. Most often full score, 90 percent full score
I think, so that is very pleasant (Airbnb service
provider).

According to Resnick and Zeckhauser (2002), people wrote reviews due to
civil duty, courtesy, gratitude and reciprocity. These are all social norms
related to social aspects with others. Also Zervas, et al. (2015) asked if
sociological factors might explain why ratings at Airbnb were very high on
average. This study found that ratings were closely related to sociological
factors. For example, one of the customers of the food production platform
stated the following when asked why he wrote a review after buying a
grilled cheese sandwich:

Because I wanted to recommend it to others.
Because it tasted very good and well, it surprised
me actually how good it was. And I wanted to give
a positive response to the chef, and to the
platform, so they will continue the service. Because
it was a good thing.

The participant pointed to reciprocity when he explained why he wrote a
review. Similarity, a consumer of Über explained reasoning over ratings:

[Ratingscore is] based on the conversation, the
driver’s looks, was he nice, was he clean, how was
the music, did he drive correct, those kind of
things. I rate. From three to five I’d say. Three if,
for example the car is located in the wrong street,
if the driver doesn’t talk much, then it’s a three. I’ll
give five if he is fast, very nice, very funny and
such, making jokes (consumer of Über).

The participant pointed primarily to personal characteristics and to
dimensions in the relationship. This reasoning illustrated a consistent
pattern in this study, namely that participants rated their relationships
rather than a product or a service in isolation. Because payment of an
asset or service is facilitated by the platform and not parties, the economic
aspects in deals was also removed from the relationships between the
parties. As noted earlier, social and economic exchanges differed in terms
of the type of motivation that initiated an exchange. Social exchange is
based on feelings of diffuse obligations and reciprocity, while economic
exchange is based on more impersonal premises (Shore, et al., 2006).

Many consumers and service providers tended to withdraw from
submitting ratings rather than give negative reviews. When a consumer
was expected to receive a negative review, the service provider rated the
person politely, simply because they were dealing with individuals, not
businesses. Except from one of the participants, most people in this study
did not rate another party negatively unless a major breach of
expectations and the contract between the parties took place. Participants
typically explained that “everyone can have a bad day or be
misunderstood.” A consumer of a car rental platform explained how he
was unfortunate to crash a rental car:

It was of course very awkward (laughter), and
difficult to bring up [to the lessor]. (...) But it was
nothing else to do but tell it the way it was. And it
went very well, he was an understanding person
and not a grumpy kind of person that got really
pissed (...). I showed him the damage and
explained what happened (...) And he brought up a
story about how he once crashed his father in law’s
car (laughter) (...) Then we thanked each other for
the tenancy (laughter)

Later the unfortunate consumer received a note from the platform stating
that the service provider had written a review of him, and that he was
encouraged to write one as well. The consumer explained that the service
provider’s review was
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All right, he wrote he would be more than happy to
lend me his car again another time, but that he had
to give me a somehow poorer rating due to the
accident (a little laughter). So, that was a bit ..., ok
he mentioned it, but it was a bummer, but that’s
how it is.

However, even when the trade has been unfortunate “it is bloody difficult
to leave a poor rating”, one other participant explained. People did not
want to destroy other’s reputations and credibility by writing negative
elements in a review. The content in ratings typically denoted that
communication was good throughout the process, “everything went fine,”
and people were nice, trustworthy and honest, were typical statements
written about other parties.

At the same time, many said that they were keen to write honest reviews
because they wanted to help others in the same roles as themselves.
Consumers saw themselves in a community with other consumers, while
peer service providers identified with other peer service providers. Thus,
the motivations behind ratings were done on behalf of a community that
they identified with, or an imaginary social community, to use Anderson’s
(1991) terminology.

Consumers and service providers stressed that it was important that
reviews should not be deleted by a given platform, pointing to authenticity
and censorship. It is a universal practice that ratings are never deleted or
removed (Scott and Orlikowski, 2012) unless they have racist or harassing
characteristics. In the interviews, the platform owners confirmed they
would not delete or remove reviews unless they had harassing
characteristics. Both platform owners and users of sharing services in this
study did not think ratings and reviews should be removed by request, as
this could be interpreted as censorship or cheating, implying that the
service therefore would not be authentic and reliable. Deleting one’s
profile could therefore be a strategy that users might adapt to manage
bad reviews. Ratings could quickly become counterproductive if those with
negative reviews deleted their profiles and instead created new ones. That
scenario could also assist in creating a homogenous rating picture.

Objective measures of subjective experiences

Many of the participants said they could live with another party having
received one or more negative ratings when they were balanced with more
recent and positive reviews. This has implications for the design of rank in
rating or evaluation systems. Rating systems however, are modelled on
quantitative measures which ignores qualitative aspects found in
comments. Those comments add important contextual details to a
quantitative score. In this sense, rating systems shows only one side of a
two-sided evaluation coin. The unfortunate driver, for example, did not get
a high rating score from the vendor, yet the vendor added important
details as a comment, namely that he would be happy to lend him a car
again at a later date.

Both constructing and interpreting reviews and ratings are cognitive, social
and subjective processes closely related to practices at play in the context
in which the person is part of. What is recognized as ‘polite’, ‘nice’ or
‘good’ for example, do not hold universal rules. These are practices closely
related to the context in which these practices are part of (Giddens, 1984;
Pettersen, 2016). It is problematic that rating scores are objectively
measured and presented in the form of a grading system or quantitative
ranking (Scott and Orlikowski, 2012). How ratings and reviews are
represented in sharing platforms, however, are in control of the platforms,
and decided by platform algorithms.

Algorithms in rating scores

Algorithms determine how ratings influence how a product or service is
presented in a platform. One of the participants who used Airbnb on a
professional level explained how the platform changed review categories
and how they were weighted:

Airbnb has changed the way guests give their
feedback. Before, location was described in the
profile. And if it was correct, the guest gave five.
Four if there were some things one had forgotten to
mention, and so on. But now it’s like; “Did you feel
safe at this location?,” “What do you think of the
apartment’s location?,” “Was it cozy?,” “How was
the people around you?,” and so on. That kind of
thing. And it’s completely irrelevant to me as a
host. So it [the categories the users must fill out in
the review] does not concern me and my
apartment, but is related to the area. (...)
Suddenly, I did not have five out of five anymore at
all. And then I rented an apartment myself once,
and then I got the review categories [mentioned
above] (...) Before I had a full score. Now I have
4.6 or something like that. So it has not made any
dramatic difference, but it did mean that I am no
longer a super-host, which enables you to be on
top of the search results and ranks.
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As the informant illustrated, Airbnb changed feedback categories and how
feedback was weighted. In this case, it was in the informant’s disfavor
because his status as super-host disappeared. In addition, the informant
showed which benefits super-hosts secure in regard to visibility. Being
ranked high in search lists in sharing economy platforms was calculated
based on past user ratings, possibly issued under entirely different
conditions than today. Algorithmic accountability is important (Mittelstadt,
et al., 2016; Raine and Anderson, 2017), because rating systems are
neither fully reliable nor transparent (Hausemer, et al., 2017). Better
visibility in search results, exclusive status symbols within a platform and
invitations from a platform to exclusive events are some of the advantages
as a super-host at Airbnb. The participants in this study, however, thought
rating systems were trustworthy and used rating scores as a first
screening and starting point in their searches for services.

Ratings are very important for platform owners and they interfere in
varying degrees if service providers receive bad reviews. Several of the
platforms in this study have very high demand on the service providers’
ratings. For example, one of the platforms requires an average of four out
of five grades. Another platform requires an average of 4.8 to earn a
super-provider status. Service providers at Über explained that expulsion
are used when certain thresholds of good reviews were not met. Airbnb
was strict over cancellations again with sanctions triggered by a certain
threshold. All of the platforms in this study provided advice on how to earn
good reviews, such as responding to inquiries quickly, not altering
agreements, providing good service and using profile pictures. Pressure
from the platforms to gain high review scores might explain why the
average scores were very high.

 

Discussion and conclusions

To return to the first research questions discussed in this paper — How do
people reason when they choose one product or service over the other in
sharing economy platforms? — the findings illustrate that previous ratings
play a key role in decision-making. Although several of the participants
questioned the accountability of ratings, they trust rating systems devised
by platforms. This accords well with Giddens’ (1990, 1984) statement that
individuals have no other option than to trust expert systems. None of the
informants in this study could imagine sharing economy platforms without
rating mechanisms, indicating the importance of using other’s (previous)
experiences as a compass. Parties entered a social negotiation process
consisting of several dimensions in a social trust compass (see Figure 1).

The social trust compass is used by both consumers and peer service
providers as a navigation tool in dealing with those outside their social
network to minimize uncertainty and risk and facilitate decisions. Rating
scores represent the first step in a screening process, followed by a close
reading of comments and profiles. If the result is a positive impression, a
consumer contacts a service provider. This is an essential phase for
decision-making. However, this study also found that platforms control
and change rating categories with subsequent consequences. Thus,
evaluation systems are neither fully reliable nor transparent, in agreement
with Hausemer, et al. (2017). Algorithmic transparency and functionality
of rating systems are important because these systems play key roles for
users in making decisions.

A participant in a given platform expects the other party is authentic, that
is a private person and not a formal business. The same reasoning would
likely follow if users were communicating with non-humans (bots) masking
themselves as human. In this study, engaging in relationships with
strangers in sharing economy platforms is not rewriting rules of human
relationships, as suggested by Botsman (2017). On the contrary, the
process of growing trust follows established practices and different trust-
building phases, where ratings are only one of several aspects that is
taken into consideration.

Components in the social trust compass play a key role for all participants
in this study in making decisions. There were exceptions, for a
professional service provider and a business contractor facilitating sharing
economy services. In those cases, their goal was not social but solely
economic.

In terms of the second research question, participants generally rated
positively, providing high scores unless something unexpected occurred. A
negative review was only generated when things went terribly wrong.
Even in these cases, participants in this study found it difficult to write a
negative review because of personal and social dimensions. Participants
appeared not to rate products or services, but relationships. This was
observed due to moving our analytical lens from trust to trusting
(Giddens, 1984; Möllering, 2013; Schatzki, et al., 2001; Swärd, 2013).
Ratings ignore more subjective and two-dimensional social relationships
between parties. Thus, a rating score is a symbol of a social relationship,
where only one side of the rating coin is represented in evaluation
systems. Hence high rating scores in reputation systems and sharing
economy platforms were closely related to altruistic behavior, social
motivation and reciprocity.
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The social dimension between consumers and service providers moves
trade from business relationships to friendships. A a result, consumers
were consistently entering sharing services with lower expectations about
service, appeals and standards. These findings support assumptions by
Zervas, et al. (2015) in which “individuals rate other individuals differently
or more tactfully, than they rate firms such as hotels, independent of the
platform” [21].

The introduction of Web 2.0 is often associated with increasing consumer
participation, consumer power and review diversity (Benkler, 2006; Blank,
2006). However, research on online ratings (Aral, 2014; Luca and Zervas,
2016; Mellet, et al., 2014; Zervas, et al., 2015) has found that reviews
were mainly positive. This paper found that there were personal and social
dimensions at play in ratings. These dimensions points to reasons for why
ratings do not follow a normal statistical distribution.

Individuals have lower expectations in peer-to-peer sharing economy
services, shedding light on high ratings. When service providers receive
low scores or ratings, platforms provide both advice and sanctions, putting
pressure on the service providers for positive reviews. Social mechanisms
were also important when service providers asssessed their customers.

Consumers need to be more aware about social mechanisms at play when
peers rate each other. They also need to better understand how platforms
control and change ratings and how rank is measured. The findings
illustrate the importance of algorithmic transparency in evaluation
systems, as noted by Scott and Orlikowski (2012) and Raine and Anderson
(2017).

This study is not without limitations. Only users of sharing platforms in
Norway were studied. Further research should study how these findings
correspond to users in other countries with participants that hold different
values and communication practices. Future studies should also examine
how individuals reason when they rate businesses rather than peers. 
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Notes

1. Möllering, 2001, p. 404.

2. Botsman, 2017, p. 10.

3. Botsman, 2017, p. 4.

4. Hausemer, et al., 2017, p. 14.

5. Botsman, 2017, p. 10.

6. Thanks to Assistant Professor Nils S. Borchers at the Institute of
Communication and Media Studies at the University of Leipzig for pointing
this distinction out.

7. Slee, 2013, p. 5.

8. Zervas, et al., 2015, p. 3.

9. Edelman and Luca, 2014, p. 10.

10. Swärd, 2013, p. 16.

11. Botsman, 2017, p. 4.

12. Giddens, 1990, p. 27.

13. Giddens, 1990, p. 28.

14. Botsman, 2017, p. 8.

15. Botsman, 2017, p. 10.

16. Botsman, 2017, p. 252. Botsman (2017) seems to generalize
characteristics from an American context, with only 30 percent trusting
the government. However, there are many countries in 2017 that hold
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high levels of trust to their country’s government; India scores 73 percent
trusting their government (Hausemer, et al., 2017; McCarthy, 2017).

17. See Pettersen (2017) for details of the list.ly list at
http://dx.doi.org/10.5210/fm.v22i18.7805.

18. See Pettersen (2017) for further elaboration.

19. The full interview guide — in Norwegian — can be found in Pettersen,
et al. (2016, pp. 201–206), at http://www.hioa.no/Om-HiOA/Senter-for-
velferds-og-arbeidslivsforskning/SIFO/Publikasjoner-fra-
SIFO/Delingsoekonomi-et-kvalitativt-oeyeblikksbilde-fra-Norge.

20. Dellarocas, 2003, p. 1,412.

21. Zervas, et al., 2015, p. 3.
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